AGENT MOOSE

B&N Event Kit
Create an Antler Crown

DIRECTIONS

1. Color in the antlers on the next two pages.
2. With the help of a parent or guardian, use a pair of scissors to cut out the image of a crown on the next two pages. Make sure to cut along the dotted lines.
3. Once you have cut out both pieces of the crown, use glue, tape, or a stapler to connect them in the front.
4. Wrap the crown around your head and use a piece of regular tape to attach pieces of the crown in the back.
Make Your Own Special Agent Moose!

WHAT YOU NEED

- Craft paper (a bright color and two different shades of brown)
- Googly eyes
- Glue
- A black marker
- Scissors

WHAT TO DO

1. Cut out a large peanut shape from the light brown paper.
2. Trace both of your hands onto dark brown paper.
3. Cut out the tracings. These are the antlers!
4. Put the antler cutouts on the long side of the bright paper.
5. Put the light brown peanut shape in the middle of the bright paper, so that there is an antler on the left side and one on the right side.
6. Glue everything in place.
7. Add the finishing touches. Glue on the googly eyes and draw two nostrils with the marker.
ANONYMOOSE AND OWLFRED ARE PREPARING FOR THEIR NEXT MISSION! CAN YOU FIND THE FIVE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES BELOW?

ANONYMOOSE SUSPECTS SOMETHING FISHY IS GOING ON AT CAM CHAMELEON’S PARTY. CAN YOU FIND THE FIVE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO IMAGES BELOW?
Mission: Maze

Our agents are on a mission to find a missing forest friend! Help Anonymoose and Owlfred track down Terrance Turtle.
Dress up Agent Moose and Owlfred!

Prepare Agent Moose and Owlfred for this next mission! Color and cut out each piece and help them choose the perfect disguise to wear undercover!
Dress up Agent Moose and Owlfred!
Woodland HQ Word Search

FIND THE WORDS HIDDEN IN THE WORD SEARCH PUZZLE.

ANONYMOOSE
OWLFWED
CHAMELEON
NEWT
CHIPMUNK
TURTLE
MISSION
WITNESS
WOODLAND
PORPOISE
CRIME
INVESTIGATOR
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